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New ADP to be 21pc bigger

The government is set to fix the size of the development budget at Tk 202,721 crore for 2019-20, up 21.39 percent

from the current fiscal year, as it looks to mobilise a higher amount of foreign aid piled up in the pipeline. As of

November last year, the amount of foreign aid in the pipeline stood at $48.75 billion. The draft proposal was

adopted yesterday at an inter-ministerial meeting chaired by Planning Minister MA Mannan at the planning

ministry. After the meeting Mannan told journalists that they will place the draft of the annual development

programme at the National Economic Council (NEC) meeting next week for its final approval. In the next fiscal

year, foreign aid utilisation will get a big boost: it has been fixed at Tk 71,800 crore, which is 40.78 percent higher

than the current year’s. “We have amassed a big amount of foreign aid, so we will try to utilise it more next year,”

said a senior official of the planning ministry.
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/new-adp-be-21pc-bigger-1740955

China grants 12.3b RMB, $3.9b for 11 projects in BD, says envoy

China has so far granted 12.3 billion RMB in concessional loans and 3.9 billion US dollars in preferential buyer's

credit for 11 projects under the Belt and Road programme in Bangladesh. The interest rate ranges between 2.0

and 3.0 per cent. Chinese Ambassador in Dhaka Zhang Zuo disclosed this on Wednesday at a press briefing on the

just-concluded Belt and Road Forum. The Belt and Road funding is aimed at mutual benefit for both China and

partner countries, he said. Responding to a question, the envoy said China considers the Padma Bridge project a

dream project for Bangladesh and it is eager to complete the project work as soon as possible. On trade relations,

he said China never wants to see trade imbalance with Bangladesh.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/china-grants-123b-rmb-39b-for-11-

projects-in-bd-says-envoy-1557335768
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Saudi group interested to invest in BD ports

Saudi port operator and investment group - Red Sea Gateway Terminal (RSGT) - has expressed willingness to

invest in Chattogram, Mongla and Payra ports and terminal sector in Bangladesh, reports BSS. The investment

interest came when RSGT associate director Hassan Al Tahat met State Minister for Shipping Khalid Mahmud

Chowdhury at his ministry office on Wednesday, an official release said. During the meeting, Khalid welcomed the

Saudi investment, saying "The Saudi investment in Bangladesh's port and terminal sector would become a

milestone". Under the dynamic leadership of Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, he said, Saudi-Bangladesh economic

relations would be strengthened further.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/saudi-group-interested-to-invest-

in-bd-ports-1557334681

BB relaxes rules to facilitate FDI

The central bank has relaxed regulation allowing foreigners to open temporary non-resident Taka account (NRTA)

with any scheduled bank along with authorised dealer (AD) bank branches to facilitate foreign direct investment

(FDI) in Bangladesh. Under the relaxation, interested foreign investors are now allowed to deposit their funds in

the name of proposed companies through opening temporary NRTA with both scheduled and AD bank branches.

Earlier the foreign investors are eligible to open such NRTA with only AD bank branches of Bangladesh.

"….temporary NRTA may also be opened by scheduled bank branches apart from authorised dealers," the

Bangladesh Bank (BB) said in a notification on Wednesday.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/bb-relaxes-rules-to-facilitate-fdi-

1557335080
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NBR to issue instant BIN again

The National Board of Revenue (NBR) has decided to re-introduce the system of instant issuance of the BIN. This

comes at odd with the board's earlier stance on verifying the information before the issuance of fresh VAT

registration. Currently VAT officials issue BIN after the verification of information provided in the application. The

procedure takes two to three days. Having instructed from the Prime Minister's Office (PMO), the NBR decided to

re-introduce the instant BIN issuance and ordered the field-level VAT offices to ease the process. This is part of the

step to improve the country's ranking in the ease of doing business index.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/nbr-to-issue-instant-bin-again-

1557335819
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/banking/news/ncc-bank-md-asked-explain-

abnormal-deposits-1740937

Fresh guideline soon on loan rescheduling

Finance Minister A H M Mustafa Kamal said the central bank will issue a revised guideline soon on default loan

rescheduling. "What we've pledged so far (on rescheduling of default loans) will be stated in the guideline," he

told newsmen after a meeting of the Cabinet Committee on Public Procurement on Wednesday. Mr Kamal, after

assuming the office as the finance minister, on different occasions pledged to provide facilities to the businesses,

who have become loan defaulters 'unwillingly'. Subsequently, the Bangladesh Bank (BB) issued a policy in the first

week of February, empowering banks to write off loans up to Tk 0.20 million instead of the previous ceiling of Tk

50,000 without filing cases for recovery. The policy also allowed the banks to write off such loans after three

consecutive years instead of the previous five years.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/fresh-guideline-soon-on-loan-

rescheduling-1557335123

The country’s micro, small and medium entrepreneurs suffer from financing gap worth Tk 23,700 crore that limits

the growth of the key economic drivers, according to a study. World Bank Group and Policy Research Institute

jointly conducted the study. The study report was released at a discussion on ‘financing solution for micro, small

and medium enterprises (MSME) in Bangladesh: findings and perspectives’ at the PRI office in Dhaka on

Wednesday. Experts at the discussion said the small entrepreneurs faced discrimination as banks gave priority to

large entities when deciding on loans. WBG senior financing sector specialist Mihasonirina Andrianaivo, in her

presentation on the MSME condition in Bangladesh, said that the country’s MSMEs’ access to formal finance was

27.5 per cent whereas large firms enjoyed 44 per cent formal financing scope. She also mentioned the prevailing

business environment in the country as another hurdle for MSMEs.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/71817/small-medium-businesses-face-tk-23700cr-

financing-deficit

NCC Bank MD asked to explain abnormal deposits

The board of NCC Bank yesterday sought explanation from Managing Director Mosleh Uddin Ahmed for his

abnormally high deposits as revealed by Bangladesh Financial Intelligence Unit (BFIU). Ahmed will have to submit

his side of the story within seven days, according to the board’s decision. The private lender held the special board

meeting to discuss the findings of the BFIU investigation, which revealed that Ahmed has Tk 35 crore in deposits

with 11 financial institutions, including five banks. The board has asked Ahmed to submit his deposit details in

different banks and financial institutions, said an official of the bank, who is familiar with the matter. Ahmed told

The Daily Star on Monday that he has not done anything wrong and was ready to provide documents to regulators

or law enforcers if asked. The BFIU beefed up its monitoring in the last quarter of 2018 and ahead of the national

polls in December in order to combat money-laundering. 
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Small, medium businesses face Tk 23,700cr financing deficit
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Initial Public Offering (IPO) lottery draw of Sea Pearl Beach Resort & Spa Ltd will be held on May 23 to allocate 15

million ordinary shares among the successful applicants, officials said. The lottery draw will be held at 10:30am at

The AGB Colony Community Centre in Motijheel area of Dhaka. The results will be published on the websites of

Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE) and the company after the lottery draw. The Sea

Pearl Beach Resort raised a fund worth Tk 150 million from the capital market by floating 15 million ordinary

shares at a face value of Tk 10 each using the fixed price method. The subscription for shares of the company by

the eligible investors through electronic subscription system was held between April 23 and May 06. The Sea Pearl

Beach (the owner of "Royal Tulip Sea Pearl Beach Resort & Spa in Cox's Bazar") is a luxury hotel in Bangladesh

which started commercial operation on 17 September 2015.

Thursday, May 09, 2019

BSEC retains lock-in provision

The lock-in period applicable to non-general shareholders will remain in place from the date of debut trading

instead of issuing IPO prospectus. Lock-in is a predetermined amount of time after an initial public offering where

large stakeholders are restricted from selling their shares. The decision was taken Wednesday at a meeting held at

the office of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC). The regulatory decision comes into

effect today (Thursday). The new companies will come under the coverage of Wednesday's decision. The decision

will also be applicable to the older companies, whose lock-in period has not expired yet. The securities regulator

formed two bodies to implement the market supportive measures, including amendment to the public issue rules.

The Commission formed the bodies following decisions taken last month in line with the instruction of Prime

Minister Sheikh Hasina.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/bsec-retains-lock-in-provision-

1557335177

Sea Pearl IPO lottery draw May 23

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/sea-pearl-ipo-lottery-draw-may-

23-1557332134
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Toyota, Honda pledge cost reductions

Two top Japanese automakers said they planned to tighten their belts in the years ahead to free up cash to

develop electric cars and ride-sharing services, underscoring the hard task ahead as traditional automakers face a

rapidly changing industry. Toyota Motor Corp, the country's top automaker, said that higher costs to develop new

technologies like connected cars was ramping up pressure to generate savings wherever possible, while Honda

Motor Co said it would strip down its vehicle lineup to cut production costs. "We still weren't able to improve our

costs enough last year," Toyota CFO Koji Kobayashi told reporters, adding that mounting investment required for

new technologies and other R&D costs was making cost-cutting efforts more challenging. "We need to work to

find new ways to reduce costs this year," he said, adding that penny pinching would apply to all aspects of the

business, from producing lower-cost prototypes to limiting the number of pencils employees use at any given time. 

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/toyota-honda-pledge-cost-

reductions-1557334746

Move afoot to make sugar mills profitable

The government has taken initiatives to make state-run sugar mills profitable by keeping those operational

throughout the year and diversifying their activities. Currently, there are 15 sugar mills under the Bangladesh

Sugar and Food Industries Corporation and those are dogged by losses, said officials.  They said these sugar mills

usually remain idle for 8-9 months a year when it is not crushing season but they have to provide the salaries of its

officials and labourers, and continue other related activities round the year, increasing their losses.  According to

an official document, the government has taken a move to keep open these mills round the year and even during

the off-season through producing white sugar from imported raw sugar.   The government is now implementing a

project in the North Bengal Sugar Mill to produce electricity and white sugar during the off-season through a co-

generation system.  The Planning Commission has given permission to include the production of distillery, biogas

and bio-compost plant using the byproducts of the sugar mills under the project.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/198770

Pathao targets up to $50m in fresh funds

Bangladesh’s Pathao, a ride-hailing firm backed by Indonesia’s Go-Jek, is seeking to raise up to $50 million in its

latest funding round to add more services such as payments and expand its food delivery business, its senior

executives said. The company, which was established in 2015 as an e-commerce logistics provider, has since

expanded into food delivery and ride-hailing for motorbikes and cars. “We are looking to raise around $40-$50

million,” Pardeep Grewal, Pathao’s chief operating officer, said in an interview in Singapore on Wednesday. The

latest round is expected to close in the first half of this year. Pathao wants to add cycle rickshaws and allow users

to shop online through the platform as part of its bid to grow as a super-app, similar to strategies of China’s

Tencent, Singapore’s Grab and Go-Jek. The company has raised about $35 million since inception.
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Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
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